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Motivation
Retrieving information from databases about the biological entities mentioned in a
document is not an easy task. Collecting relevant knowledge manually is tedious and
time consuming. Even more difficult is the collection and the concurrent analysis of
information about the entities mentioned in a set of documents such as those covering
the daily literature on a particular biological topic.

Methods
The OTF2.0 front-end is based on novel JavaScript libraries1 that support file drag-anddrop functionality and thus maximize the ease of use. The server side components
consist of a set of document converters2,3, the modules required to invoke: the Reflect4
service (document annotation), the STRING5 (network generation) and the
Biocompedium6 (knowledge collection) resources, and a local annotation database
(overall summary generation).

Results
OTF2.0, like its previous version (Pavlopoulos et al. 2009), is capable of annotating
proteins, genes and chemicals in commonly used document files such as PDF, Microsoft
Office, and plain text files.
With a simple drag-and-drop motion (Fig 1), a document is converted to an HTML file
and tagged for biological entities such as protein/gene and chemical compound names.
At-a-glance summaries of relevant knowledge are attached to the recognized entities
(Fig 2).
Moreover, by querying quality data integration platforms5,6, OnTheFly supports the
generation of known-interaction networks and informative summaries of all the entities
mentioned in a set of documents (Fig 2).
Novel features added in OTF-2.0 include: a light-weight JavaScript front-end that
replaces previous resource-demanding technologies and improves user-friendliness,
support for the recognition of proteins/genes of more than 600 species, integration with
the Biocompedium knowledge-summary resource6, richer overall entity information
summaries.

Figure 2 - The main functionality of the OnTheFly 2.0 service. A) Document file
containing an Nf-κB regulatory network. B) Reflected Button: Document annotation
through the Reflect service. C) Network Button: Protein-protein interaction network
generation through the STRING database. D) Knowledge Button: Collection of
information from public databases through the Biocompendium service. E) Summary
Button: Informative summaries containing short descriptions about the bioentities.
Future Directions
OTF2.0 employs the Reflect4 service for the entity recognition and document annotation.
In collaboration with the Reflect team an initiative is under way to include species
names, functional traits, and ecosystem types among the supported entity types. This
will enable the processing of biodiversity-related documents and the integration of
information ranging from molecules to ecosystems. The latter is highly desirable for
scoping and systematic review studies.
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Figure 1 - The interface of the OnTheFly 2.0 service. After selecting their organism of
interest (from an autocomplete list), researchers may just Drag and Drop files into
OnTheFly. The documents will automatically annotated by Reflect and further analysis
will be possible.
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